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Noncommutative space in quantum theory
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In quantum mechanics, the canonical
variables (xi, i =1,2,33

with their conjugate momenta SP,,i = 1, 2.33 are operators satisfying
the commutation relations

[s,p,] =ih S.

the classical limit is recovered by setting t -> 0.

This is the quantization of the phase space.
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What about the quantization of geometry of space itself?

This idea was implemented by Snyder's work in 1997.



The quantization ofspacetime => noncommutative spacetime

replacing the spacetime coordinates by the
Hermitian operators

[S(M,x(V] =ipar

where our is the real antisymmetric matric.
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One of motivations to introduce the noncommutative space
is trying to overcome the difficulty of UV divergence in

quantum field theory,

UV cutoff Nur-O



General relativity at the Planck Length scale Ip?

At the lp, the quantum effect will play an important
role.

It is conjuctured that the classical continuum of spacetime

structuremight be broken down at the Planck length scale.

How to apply to thenoncommutativity> Star product

The algebra of functions on the nc-space is realized by replacing

the ordinary product among functions by the noncommutative

star product

If *9) (x) =exp5=our-n} f(x,)9(()(x =x =x

Consider a simple quantum mechanical system consisting of

one particle ina potential Vps,y) which is described by
the action

S =Sdtdi7 (ift - --- Vx,y1] (t,x,y)



The corresponding equation of motion is the Schrodinger equation

itY(, x,y) =5 x+V(y)]f(t,x,y)

Impose the noncommutative
conditions on the coordinates

[x,x] =i8-ii, i,j =1,2

with 71 = 1.

Under the star product, one gets

V(E) * f(a)=VcTzuAicuGiizie
Since Pik=-izim, and

VIST) =SalRe:
E.V(E)

introduce the notation Pix=QiRcoPa, one gets

2ii"Jin VO) pis. ... pining... 7in4(T)
=> inSdice"EstVIE) (E.F) " f(c)



Then,

V(s) *T(CT) =SdR8
"ES,EE.F"VIE)(i)

=V(s)- -F) f(z)

where E.F = 0 and [Si,pi] =iSijhave been used.

interaction

if H =+V(x) -> in x-direction

↓ noncommutative space

Hac =Tm(pi + py) + V(x - t8Py)

& (x,y) =0) e2ky

For example, ifthere is only the harmonic oscillation in

the x-direction, and

[x,y] =i8

then

Huc =cmpi +1(x - t0Py)"



this is the Hamiltonian of a charged particle in the

constant magnetic field in the z-directionwith

4
Bz =,m=k8Z

in the Landan garage

I=BzxY

To see this, expand
Hi =Tm(P-95):

=Em (Pi+ py) - F.j +7

-Em (Pi+py) - BEsPy+IBe

Next consider a scalar field theory on the noncommutative

space. For the quadratic part,

Sdx0 *6 =Sdxp

Sd"20 *20 =Sdx(0)



The interations

2z = z angn-p

are modified under the star product. The noncommutative
interaction vertex of on has an extra factor

Vac(k,...,ku) =exp 3 - z,5, kik;3

where

kikj =(ki)n8Mr(kj),

In the noncommutative field theory, of can be regarded as

a matrics. Consider the "theory on the noncommutative

Endiean space I
with the action

S =Jd[z(2nP +2mp" + +90***0*6]

Denote the 1-particle-irreducible two pointfunction
as Pipe. At the level,

T( =p+m-



At the 1-looplevel, in addition to the planar diagram,
there is a nonplanar diagram,

R
->

planar Piplanar
F

-> R

nonplanar -> Tinonplanar
P

When O = 0, these two diagrams are same (up to a symmetry

factor). For 00,

piplanar gnn dkre

knonplanar
= oSinJduR itP

IPI e



Use the Schwinger parameter representation of the integral,

bitm=die-x(kitm")
then one gets

pp'planar =92/dx e

↑
cnonplanar 9Sdx-xm--poeIP2

where

pog =1Pn8u9/

To regulate x-o divergence, introduce the cutoffa
with exp 3- 3, then

pp'planar =zz/dxe-xm

↑knowplanarSde-xm--pop+)e



and one gets

pixplanar =S(N-mh es]

↑knoplanar=5Neff-mile le+a())

with

Neft-pop
The one loop effective action is

Si=fd*p<p+aT +9622(p.p+a*)
-gim In (m(pop +x-)] +... +O(gy}%(p)0(-p-

with

a =

m+ 5 - gimilne



For popKN, the effective action in the commutative case is

recovered,

sil
commutative

dp(p+mi) P(p) P()

For pop>>A" and X - r, Neff =(pop)",

-

gim InSetf = Sdip-Tpal + goaop96Zimipop
+... + 0(94)] P(p) (L-p)

The UVX -0 limit does not commute with the low

momentum IR p-o limit, there is a missing of

these two regions called the UV/IR missing in the

noncommutative field theory.


